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The ferry landings were abandoned when the Admiral Clarey Bridge to 
Ford Island opened in 1999. 

The ferry landings at Pearl Harbor represent a unique part of the history 
of transportation at the base. They are closely tied to the history of 
Ford Island, which was the Naval Air Station between 1923 and 1962 
and was also an Army air base from 1918 until 1939. Before 1999, 
supplies, personnel, and equipment had to reach Ford Island by water, 
supplemented to a slight extent by plane or helicopter transport. These 
ferry landings are also associated with the build-up of the base before 
and during World War II, when the great increase in water-borne traffic 
required rerouting the ferries and, thus, the building of new landings at 
Halawa and the reconstruction of the Ford Island landing. 
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PART I. HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

A. HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The history of the ferries and their landings in Pearl Harbor has not been well 
documented and the materials found relating to these topics were sparse. Besides the 
gaps in information, there are contradictions on a few points, as noted below. 

Civilian Ferry History in Pearl Harbor 

A map of Oahu makes evident the appeal of water transportation across Pearl Harbor, 
to avoid the long route by land around it. In the nineteenth century small boats probably 
carried passengers across portions of Pearl Harbor, but it is not known if there were 
established routes and service times. 

In the early twentieth century, there were several ferry routes across various parts of 
Pearl Harbor. One of the earliest operated between Waipio Peninsula and Ford Island, 
for less than two decades, until the U.S. acquired all of Ford Island in 1916. The ferry 
was built to transport the sugarcane grown on Ford Island to the mainside, for rail 
transport to the Oahu Sugar Company mill in Waipahu. This "cable ferry" is shown as a 
dotted line on a 1917 map (Constructing Quartermaster 1917), with ferry slips on Waipio 
Peninsula, at the end of a rail line, and in the southwest corner of Ford Island. Around 
1915 Walter Dillingham was given permission by Bishop Estate to build a ferry landing 
at Bishop Point that would connect to his planned subdivision in Puuloa, across the 
Pearl Harbor channel (Yardley 1981: 261). Like the earlier Pearl City Peninsula 
subdivision developed by his father, B. F. Dillingham, Bishop Point also had a rail 
connection into Honolulu. It is not likely that these early ferries were designed for 
carrying vehicles. 

A car and passenger ferry was operated by Young Brothers from Pearl City Peninsula to 
Ford Island in the pre-World War II period (Colburn 2000). The ferry slip on this 
peninsula was located near the intersection of Aloha and Coral Avenues. Maps dated 
1907 (Hawaii State Archives 1907) and 1920 (Loo 1920) show a "RR pier" in this 
approximate location. It is not clear when the ferry slip was constructed and ferry 
service started from Pearl City Peninsula. A 1915 article predicted that as the "naval 
station nears completion, there will be established a ferry from the United States 
Reservation to the end of the peninsula where the homes of clerks and other employees 
will spring up" (Paradise of the Pacific 1915: 13). However, no maps of the peninsula 
dated between 1921 and 1938 were found to more precisely determine the date the 
ferry slip was built. A 1939 map of Pearl City Peninsula does show the ferry slip 
(Hawaii, Territorial Planning Board 1939: 370). This ferry slip was abandoned and the 
area filled as part of the construction of the first carrier mooring (Fae. V 1) on Pearl City 
Peninsula during World War II. 

Early Military Ferries 

The history of the ferry service to the Luke Field side of Ford Island is not clear. The 
Army had established its aviation activities on the west side of the island by 1918, and 
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the ferry slip built for the plantation was still there. However, the Army had no need for 
service to Waipio Peninsula. The Loo (1920) map shows no dotted line to and no ferry 
slip on Waipio Peninsula. There may have been ferry service to Fort Kamehameha, the 
nearest Army installation, just at the mouth of Pearl Harbor. A copy of 1919 photo of 
what appears to be a ferry landing is included at the end of this report (U.S. Signal 
Corps 1919). It is captioned "Navy lighters used to transport trucks and freight to the 
Army facility on Ford Island;" (a lighter is a large flat-bottomed barge). A 1921 contract 
(Dillingham Corp. 1921) between the Quartermaster Corps of the U.S. Army and the 
Hawaiian Dredging Company involved placing twenty 35' piles at the Luke Field ferry 
slip dock. The photo and the contract are evidence that there was ferry service to the 
Army airfield on Ford Island in its earliest years. 

The Navy established its air station on Ford Island in 1923. In order to transport the 
materials and equipment for this construction, the Navy built a landing for lighters on the 
southeast side of Ford Island (Dodge 2002). These Navy vessels ran to a landing near 
the coaling facility. This shoreline facility at the end of South Avenue is labeled as a 
landing, wharf, or pier on pre-1940 maps, but historic photos (National Archives 11) show 
it had a superstructure that could raise and lower a portion of the pier, to accommodate 
tidal fluctuations and the movement of vehicles between ship and shore. In the early 
decades of the Naval Air Station, small motorized whale boats and launches also were 
used by the Navy to transport personnel between this South Avenue facility, and other 
landings on the main base, on Pearl City Peninsula, and on the Navy side of Ford 
Island. 

Before 1940 Young Brothers, Inc. maintained and operated the ferry for the Navy 
(Williams 1953). In the 1930s the Navy purchased the ferry "Multnomah" from Portland, 
Oregon, and it was towed across the Pacific to Pearl Harbor (Dodge 2002). The boat 
was · renamed the Manuwai, meaning "water bird" in Hawaiian. "She was officially 
labeled the YFB-16, YFB for Yard Ferry Boat" (Williams 1953). A 1941 article notes that 
the Manuwai had been in service at Pearl Harbor only since 1938 (Honolulu Advertiser 
1941 ). Although the Navy owned the boat, they allowed the Army to use it, at least 
occasionally. The Manuwai was used to relocate the Army facilities from Ford Island to 
Hickam Air Field (Hewlett 1939). Until the late 1930s there was little Navy demand for 
ferry service. In 1932 there were only three officers' houses, a few chief petty officers' 
(CPO) houses, and a Bachelor Officers Quarters on the Navy side of Ford Island. 
However, by 1936 the Navy had built 15 more officers' houses, 36 more CPO units, and 
a Bachelor Enlisted Quarters on the island, greatly increasing the demand for vehicular, 
as well as passenger, transportation. The Manuwai was reported (Williams 1953) to run 
between the landing at the old coal dock and one at Luke Field on Ford Island, probably 
the ferry slip in the southwest corner, noted on the 1920 map (Loo 1920). 

Navy Ferries and Ferry Landings From 1940-1999 

The Contractors Pacific Naval Air Bases (CPNAB) reported on their work for the U.S. 
Navy before and during World War II, much of which took place on Ford Island. In the 
section discussing the effect of traffic on the contract, they noted that the Young 
Brothers' ferry was "reputed to be 'a masterpiece of antiquity, provided with every known 
inconvenience' " (Contractors Pacific Naval Air Bases, n.d.: A-602). A newspaper article 
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reported that the Manuwai was "so slow that she was finally termed a 'menace to 
navigation' by the Navy" (Williams 1953). CPNAB also summarized the changes in the 
ferry system in the years between 1939 and 1941. 

When construction began, in November 1939, ferry service between the 
two points was being operated by private interests; the ferry plied 
between the old ... coal dock ... and a slip at the northeast corner of 
the island. The course traversed, was -- and still is - the most congested 
water in Pearl Harbor. The clearance signals permitting the ferry to make 
a crossing (dependent upon fleet movements and Naval permission) 
were intermittent and infrequent. Thus, on two or three days of the week 
the contractors' forces would arrive at Ford Island at ten, or half-past ten, 
o'clock in the morning. Later (February 1940) the ferry was purchased by 
the Government, and moved to less congested termini - Merry Point, in 
the Navy Yard, and adjacent to Landing "B," at Ford Island. The boat 
was overhauled, the schedule stepped up; interruptions were less 
frequent - but, also, military traffic increased. So, although the 
contractors' men now usually arrived on time, their materials didn't; Army 
and Navy trucks had precedence. 

A flat-bottom barge, towed by a tug, relieved the condition temporarily; 
but by early 1941, the situation was again acute. Increased military and 
construction activities on the island overwhelmed the available service; 
both men and materials were often behind schedule. The situation was 
further aggravated by the fact that the heavy trucks were rapidly wrecking 
the landing wharves. The crisis came when a truckload of high 
explosives broke an axle while crossing the splintered timbers of the 
wharf. The Commandant of the 14th Naval District took charge; the 
wharves were completely rebuilt, and an additional -- new -- boat was put 
into service. Traffic conditions improved. An appended afterthought on a 
job-progress report about a year later: "ferry service across the channel 
is available most, but not all, of the time" (Contractors Pacific Naval Air 
Bases, n.d.: A-602 & A-603). 

A 1940 map of Ford Island (Naval Air Station 1940) shows no "slip at the northeast 
corner of the island," nor one "adjacent to Landing 'B' " (which is Facility No. S 380), the 
locations mentioned in the quote above. Moreover, the February 1940 date in the above 
CPNAB report (which was written late in the war or after) is contradicted by a memo 
dated April 1, 1940. The Commanding Officer of the Naval Air Station on Ford Island 
wrote to the Local Shore Development Board, noting that the present ferry service, still 
operated by Young Brothers, was very limited and had to be supplemented by many 
small boat trips. He stated that this resulted in "continuous interference with seaplane 
operations and fleet traffic in the Pearl Harbor Channel" (Buckmaster 1940). Thus, it 
seems that the purchase of the ferry and the move of the ferry landings took place after 
April 1940, not in February 1940, as noted in the CPNAB report above. 

Various locations were used and proposed for the Ford Island ferry slips in the early 
1940s. A 1942 map of the island shows a ferry slip, not numbered on that map (so it will 
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be called the pre-1942 slip), in the middle of the eastern side, near Facility 89. A 
proposed second ferry slip, just to the south of it, is indicated on that 1942 map, as well 
as another proposed ferry slip in the southwest corner of the island, just east of the 
plantation-era (and unlabeled) ferry landing. The proposed ferry slip in that corner was 
never built, but the existing landing was improved (Dodge 2002). A 1943 map of Ford 
Island (Naval Air Station 1943) shows that the second ferry slip (Facility S 372) on the 
eastern side of the island was built parallel to the pre-1942 slip, before June 1943. 
Contractors Pacific Naval Air Bases worked on several ferry slips for the Navy between 
1939 and 1943, near Merry Point, at West Loch, and on Ford Island. They called the 
work "reconstruct ferry slips" in their report (Contractors Pacific Naval Air Bases n.d.: 
A-1167), but the 1943 map labels the circa 1943 slip (Facility S 372) "new," so that one 
was not reconstructed. Note that the pre-1942 ferry slip was labeled Facility S 371 on 
the 1953 map; however, a new ferry slip with this number was built in 1956, at a slightly 
different angle and slightly further north. (The concrete approach to the pre-1942 ferry 
slip remains between Facilities S 372 and S 371.) The existing Facility S 371 is less 
than 50 years old and is a different design type than the World War II ferry slips 
discussed in this report. 

The new ferry boat mentioned in the CPNAB report, quoted above, was the Nihoa, 
YFB-17, "constructed at the Pearl Harbor shipyard in October 1941" (Williams 1953), or 
perhaps September 1941, if the optimistic projected date of commissioning announced 
in the newspaper was met (Honolulu Advertiser 1941). The Nihoa was damaged, but 
not delayed, during the December 7, 1941 Japanese attack (Honolulu Advertiser 1958). 
Another ferry boat, the Sheffield, YFB-45, was constructed in 1944, also at the shipyard 
(Williams 1953). This new ferry helped to accommodate the harbor traffic increase due 
to WWII expansion. In 1950, the ferry Aquidneck (built in 1939), began service at Pearl 
Harbor (Wood 2001 and Dodge 2002). These ferry boats were replaced by YFB 83 
(see HAER No. Hl-56), built in 1949 in Camden, N.J. and placed in service at Ford 
Island in 1961, and the larger YFB 87, built in Tacoma, Washington and acquired in 
1970 (Dodge 1997). The Hawaiian name for the latter boat was Moku Holo Hele, which 
means "boat run to and fro" (Pukui and Elbert 1986: 252 & 77). This ferry boat was 
about.162' long and approximately 59' wide (Dodge 2002). 

Merry Point and West Loch were two additional WWII ferry slips that CPNAB either built 
or reconstructed. The first is not extant, and the second has been long abandoned. 
The location of the West Loch ferry landing is shown on a 1951 map as structure 
number S 387 (Fourteenth Naval District 1951b), but by 1966 it is no longer listed on the 
Navy facilities inventory (U.S. Navy 1966). The remains of the West Loch ferry slip 
show it has a different design than the ones included in this report. The main 
differences are that the West Loch landing has fewer dolphins, and that these dolphins 
are composed of WWII-type cylinder piers. These were steel-form piers filled with 
concrete (although the steel has since rusted away, leaving the concrete exposed at the 
waterline), unlike the battered (sloped) timber piles at the ferry landings of Halawa and 
Ford Island. The "Merry Point" landing referred to by CPNAB was on the south side of 
Merry Loch, not really on Merry Point. This ferry landing was constructed circa 1942, 
but when the Bravo wharfs were extended all along the south side of Merry Loch, by 
June 1944, this slip was demolished. Hawaiian Dredging Company ([1946]: 15) built 
ferry landings at Iroquois Point and Fort Kamehameha, both close to the channel 
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entrance, in 1944-45. Neither of these is extant, either. HOC also reconstructed a ferry 
slip at Ford Island in 1945 (Hawaiian Dredging Company {1946]: 20). This was probably 
the pre-1942 Ford Island ferry slip, of which only a remnant approach remains, but it 
may have been the slip that CPNAB had built or "reconstructed" c. 1943 (Facility S 372). 

Planning for the Halawa ferry landings had started by 1944. An October 1944 memo 
(District Public Works Officer 1944: 3) noted that access to these landings required 
crossing the Oahu Railway and Land Co. railroad tracks. The memo assessed the 
costs of either building an overhead vehicle crossing or of rerouting five miles of train 
tracks and noted the present plan was to have a vehicular grade crossing. The Halawa 
landings were built by Hawaiian Dredging Company (HOC) as part of a contract (NOy 
8511) with the Navy during the last years of WWII. HOC had been one of the firms in 
the CPNAB consortium and the company responsible for most waterfront facilities 
construction at Pearl Harbor from the earliest years. 

There was much less demand for ferry service to Ford Island after World War II, and 
especially after the Naval Air Station here closed in 1962. However, some activities 
were relocated to Ford Island in the 1960s, and this increased demand for ferry service. 
The 1967 Pearl Harbor Master Plan discussed the ferry boats and landings: 

The recent and continuing buildup of activities at Ford Island, particularly 
for the Polaris program, has necessitated replacement of the old obsolete 
ferryboats with larger, more modem units. The existing slips were 
designed for the smaller ferrys [sic] and only one can accommodate the 
higher freeboard at light load conditions of the new ferrys without 
necessitating an unacceptably short and steep approach at the higher 
tide levels. To ensure adequate access to Ford Island without 
dependence on favorable tide, modification of the ramps and ramp 
operating mechanisms, regrading of the approach roads, improving the 
fender system and improving and augmenting dolphins is required 
(Daniel, Mann, Johnson, & Mendenhall 1967: 125). 

One new ferry boat (YFB 87), built by Western Boat Builders Company, was acquired 
for Pearl Harbor in 1970. The recommended ramp improvements were undertaken in 
1969 and 1980, as described in the section below. 

All the ferry boats and landings were abandoned when the bridge to Ford Island opened 
in 1999. YFB 87 was excessed through the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 
process and removed from Ford Island in 2001 (Dodge 2002). 

B. PHYSICAL HISTORY 

1. Dates of erection: Facility S 372 - circa 1943; Facilities 596 and 597 - 1945. 

2. Engineer: The title blocks on the original drawings for Facilities 596 and 597 indicate that 
the plans were prepared by the Public Works Office of the 141h Naval District. No original 
drawings were listed or located for Facility S 372. 
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3. Original and subsequent owners, occupants: U.S. Navy. 

4. Builder, contractor, suppliers: The ferry landings were erected during WWII by Hawaiian 
Dredging Company (HDC), the firm which built most of the waterfront facilities at Pearl 
Harbor. The work on Facility S 372 was probably done by HDC as part of the Contractors 
Pacific Naval Air Bases contract, since their report (CPNAB n.d.: A-1167) mentions 
reconstructing (which may mean replacing) the Ford Island landing, as well as ferry landings 
in other locations (no longer extant). The Halawa ferry landings were built by HDC under a 
separate contract with the Navy after the CPNAB contract had expired (Weeber 1944). 

5. Original plans and construction: A location plan, an electrical drawing, and nine 
structural sheets were prepared for the ferry landings at Halawa during the second half of 
1944. The first structural sheet shows that three ferry slips were planned at this location, 
with the third one noted as a "future ferry slip," but it was never built. That sheet also notes 
that the "drawings and details are for one complete ferry slip." The original plans show a 
timber superstructure that has long been gone from the ferry landings. 

6. Alteration and Additions: The drawings at the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, 
Pacific Plan Files show that the Halawa ferry slips had undergone alterations to the 
approaches and ramps in 1952, were rehabilitated around 1962, repaired in 1965, and 
altered in 1969. Both ramps were replaced in 1980, and the ramp at Facility 597 was 
replaced again in 1984. There was alteration work on Facility S 372, mostly on the 
dolphins, in 1965, 1969, and 1977. 

PART 11. ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

A. GENERAL STATEMENT 

1. Engineering Character: The character of these ferry landings is utilitarian. Much of 
the structure is hidden below water and below ground. They are unique structures 
within the Naval Base and within the state, since no other vehicle ferry landings exist in 
Hawaii. 

2. Condition of Fabric: Fair. 

B. DESCRIPTION 

The descriptions are based on both field observations of all three ferry slips and the 
drawings. There are no drawings listed for Facility S 372, and no original drawings were 
found, although some for alteration projects were located. The lack of original drawings 
makes it difficult to trace the evolution of this ferry slip. 

1. Overall Dimensions: Each ferry landing consists of two main portions, the dolphins in 
the water and the shoreline portion. The original drawings for Facility 596 and 597 show 
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each ferry landing occupied approximately 84' x 140' of water area (the area bounded by 
the dolphins), with the shoreline portion of each structure (not including the ramp) 
measuring about 17' x 23'. The contract report by the builder (Hawaiian Dredging 
Company [1946]: 8) gave the original ramp dimensions as "16' wide by 25' 6" in length 
with an additional hinged lip extension at the outboard end" (it was later lengthened by a 
few feet). The best drawings found for Facility S 372 were dated 1961; they show the 
water portion has similar dimensions to the Halawa landings, but the bridge-like 
approach structure measured approximately 33' x 14'-9" and the ramp was about 22' x 
15'. 

2. Foundations: The foundations in the water are almost all piles consisting of creosoted 
Douglas fir logs, except where concrete dolphins have replaced the original timber ones. 
The foundations of the shoreline portions were also originally timber bearing piles, but 
now are mostly reinforced concrete piles. Some metal sheet pilings, as well as new 
steel piles, were added to each of these three facilities at different times. 

3. Dolphins: The original drawings for Facilities 596 and 597 show nine dolphins for each 
landing: a single one on the center line, closest to shore, and four pairs of dolphins, 
each pair spaced further apart and further out from the pair closer to shore. The 
dolphins were built of 19 to 27 creosoted Douglas fir piles, which were driven in 
concentric rings around one or two center piles, with a specified batter, or slope. The 
tops of the piles were joined together with 16 turns of%" cable and "two-headed drifts." 
The outer dolphins have half-hexagonal fenders just above the low-tide water line, to 
protect the piles on the inside of the ferry slip. These fenders measure about 1 O' tall to 
accommodate varying water levels and different ferry boats. They were built with 6" x 
1 O" timbers and covered with X" steel plates. The drawings also show steel chains 
were looped around the inner ring of timber piles (for eight of the dolphins but around 
the outside of the dolphin closest to shore), running through holes in the steel plates of 
the fenders, creating a V-shape in plan, connecting all the dolphins. 

Several of the dolphins have been changed over the decades since World War II. The 
ones closest to the land have been altered the most frequently. In 1961, the two timber 
dolphins of Facility S 372 closest to shore were replaced by new timber ones. On all 
three slips, at various dates, concrete dolphins replaced some of the timber ones. A few 
of the concrete dolphins, when subsequently damaged, were enclosed with, or removed 
and replaced by, sheet piling which is filled with earth; the sheet pile dolphins are 
usually the ones closest to the shore. They are built in different polygonal shapes, 
depending on the shoreline and ramp configurations. There are various fender designs 
on the sheet pile dolphins. The concrete dolphins are cube-like shapes above the 
water, supported on concrete pile foundations. The fenders on these concrete dolphins 
were designed with 6" x 12" lumber, 3/8" metal plates, and rubber absorbers. Rubber 
cushioning was added between the remaining timber dolphins and their fenders, before 
1969. 

4. Shoreline Approaches and Ramps: There have been multiple changes to the 
approaches and ramps since construction. For instance, the 1944 drawings show a 
simple timber superstructure with a clearance of 21'-8" above the approach road, while 
the 1964 drawings show a more complex superstructure of timber and steel, with a 
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clearance of 20'-0". The superstructure was used to mount the sprocket wheel and 
chain for raising the ramps, but it was demolished in 1969, when the ramp-raising 
mechanism was placed at ground level. The construction report on the project notes 
that originally the ramp motor was "operated by push button control located on one of 
the dolphins" (Hawaiian Dredging Company [1946]: 8). Another obvious alteration of the 
shoreline portion was the creation of the hillocks in the approaches of Facilities 596 and 
597, about 1969, to raise the elevation of their ramps. Originally, the high point of each 
Halawa approach was only about 6' above the level of mean low water, but the 1969 
drawing shows this high point had been raised to almost 1 O' above that water level. The 
approach to the ramp of each ferry slip originally was a concrete slab, but the hillocks at 
the Halawa slips were created by placing compacted fill and asphalt paving over that. 

Each ramp is hinged to a large concrete slab at the shoreline. The metal ramps had to 
be adjustable in height, because the tides controlled the level of the ferry boat decks. 
The steel ramp and ramp machinery at each ferry landing was changed more than once 
since WWII. The original ramps had deck boards on a steel deck but this was soon 
changed to entirely metal ramps. Drawings indicate that new ramps were designed for 
Facilities 596 and 597 in 1952 and that the ramps there were lengthened about 12' in 
1964. However, it is not certain new ramps were installed in 1952, since the 1964 
drawing refers back to the 1944 drawings, not the 1952 drawings, "for details of existing 
ramp." In 1969 the ramp profiles were slightly rebuilt. When the latest replacement 
ramps were installed (in 1980 for Facility 596 and in 1984 at Facility 597), new concrete 
side walls and curbs were built and some pile caps rebuilt. New foundations were built 
for the air cylinders and counterweights that raised and lowered the new steel ramps at 
the Halawa ferry slips. The ramp at Facility S 372 may not have changed since the 
1960s, since it does not have the air cylinders like those installed at Facilities 596 and 
597. 

C. SURROUNDINGS 

The area immediately inland of ferry landings at Halawa is covered by pavement, now used 
for parking for the nearby museums, and originally used by vehicles lining up to get on the 
ferries, or for ferry passenger parking. To the south of the Halawa landings is the lawn and 
shoreline landscaping of the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial museum. The ferry landing at Ford 
Island is near several historic buildings, including the Dispensary (Fae. 76), Bachelor 
Enlisted Quarters (Fae. 55), and Ford Island theater (Fae. 89). There is a paved area 
adjacent to the ferry slip, but vehicles lined up on Enterprise Street, between Facilities 55 
and 89. There was no need for ferry passenger parking on this side of the route. Another 
ferry slip (Fae. S 371 ), dating from the 1950s, is located to the north of Facility S 372. 
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PART Ill. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

A. ENGINEERING DRAWINGS 

Original and alteration drawings for Facilities 596 and 597 were found on microfiche cards in 
the Plan Files of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Pacific; and the useful ones 
are listed below. The drawings in the Plan Files for projects that were planned, but not 
executed, are not listed because they just confuse the development history. For instance, 
one preliminary plan dated 1968 showed all the timber dolphins replaced by concrete 
dolphins or proposed sheet pile ones; this did not happen. Unless specified, the drawings 
apply to both Facilities 596 and 597. No drawings were listed in the Plan File database for 
Facility No. S 372, but a few were found by looking at the drawings for the other ferry 
landings, or looking at numbers referenced on those drawings or in sequence with them. 

Drawing Numbers Sheet/Set Titles Date 
OA-N15-372 Pile DrivinQ Plan 10/10/44 
OA-N15-373 Dolphin and Fender Details 8/4/44 
OA-N15-374 Approach Plan and Sections 8/12/44 
OA-N15-377 Superstructure Plan, Sections 10/10/44 
OA-N15-378 Ramp Raisino Mechanism Plan, Section and Details 10/6/44 
OA-N15-405 Ferry Ramp Plan and Sections 8/17/44 
OA-N15-406 Ramp Beams and Supports 8/14/44 
OA-N15-407 DeckinQ and Curbs Details 8/17/44 
OA-N15-553 Ramp Raising Mechanism Sprocket 8/10/45 
OA-N15-554 Ramp Raisino Mechanism Guide 8/10/45 
OA-N15-625 General Plan Ferry Slip and Ramp 3/17/52 
OA-N15-626 Ramp Support Assembly 3/17/52 
OA-N15-627 Ramp Assembly Sections & Details 3/17/52 
OA-N15-628 Ramp Beam Details 3/17/52 
OA-N15-629 Aooroach Detail 3/17/52 
OA-N15-630 Ramp OperatinQ Mechanism Details 3/17/52 
923257-62 Modifications to Ferry Terminals. 1/6/61 
956186-88 Modify 597 - Plans, Sections & Details 1/30/62 
1038752-55 Modify 596 & 597 Drawinos 8/26/64 
1039067-69 Modify 597, Structural Plans & Sections 8/26/64 
1069083 & 85 Repair DrawinQs (Fae. 596 & 597 & S 372) 1965 
1230118-20 Alteration Drawings 5/27/68 
1192156 - 69 Ferry Slips Alterations 12/29/69 
1192655 Repair Dolphins, Plans and Section (Fae. 597 & S 372} 2/14/69 
1192656 Repair Dolphins, Plan, Sections, and Details (Fae. 597} 2/14/69 
SK-4214 Modification to Slip B (Fae. 597) 4/28/69 
7017523 Location Plan for New Sheet Pile Dolphin (Fae. S 372) 7/12/77 
7017524 Sheet Pile Dolphin Plan & Sections (Fae. S 372) 7/12/77 
7023305-14 Replacement Ramp Drawinos Ferry Ramp 596 9/12/80 
7041937 - 53 Replacement Drawinos - Ferry Ramp 597 11/7/84 
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A March 1943 photograph showing the Ford Island ferry landings was found at the National 
Archives II photo collection, in the Bureau of Yards & Docks record group, RG 71 CB. The 
1953 newspaper article on the Navy's ferries (Williams 1953) included a photo of the 1941 
ferry boat, YFB-17 (Nihoa), at a Halawa landing slip. A 1918 and a 1919 photograph were 
found of the landing near the coaling plant at the National Archives II photo collection, in RG 
71 CA. A copy of a 1919 photo of a similar landing (although labeled a "boat slip") at Ford 
Island is included in this report. 
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PROJECT INFORMATION 

Ferry service at Pearl Harbor was terminated when the Admiral Clarey Bridge to Ford Island 
opened in 1999. Facility Nos. 596 and 597 were subsequently demolished. Consultation on 
their demolition was carried out in accordance with the 1979 Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA). [The 1979 MOA was terminated in 1999.] Facility No. S 372 on Ford Island, another 
ferry landing of the same WWII type, remains. This report was prepared under a Historic 
Preservation Services contract (N62742-97-D-3502) awarded to AMEC Earth and 
Environmental, the prime contractor, by the U.S. Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, 
Pacific. The contract was funded through the Cultural Resources Program of COMNAVREG 
Hawaii. The photographic documentation was undertaken by David Franzen, of Franzen 
Photography. Maps were made by Nestor Beltran of NAB Graphics. Ann Yoklavich of Mason 
Architects did the field work, research, and writing for this report. 
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Original Ferry Ramp, Plan & Sections (P.W. Drawing no. OA-N15-405) 
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1965 Site Plans for Repairs to Ferry Terminals (portion of Y&D Drawing no. 1069083) 
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1977 Location Plan for New Sheet Pile Dolphin at Facility S 372 (portion of Y&D Drawing 
no. 7017523) [Note that the two outer timber piles are not shown on drawing] 
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1919 Photo of Army's "Boat Slip" (Ferry Landing?) on Ford Island 
(U.S. Signal Corps 111-SC-35225, National Archives) 
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